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1. Poisson process1. Poisson process
A A Poisson processPoisson process is a stochastic process which is defined in is a stochastic process which is defined in 
terms of the occurrences of events in some space. A stochastic terms of the occurrences of events in some space. A stochastic 
process N(t) is a Poisson process if,process N(t) is a Poisson process if,
(i) N (0) = 0,(i) N (0) = 0,
(ii) N (t) (ii) N (t) –– N (s) counts the number of events which occur in the N (s) counts the number of events which occur in the 
interval (s, t],interval (s, t],
(iii) N (s) (iii) N (s) ≤≤ N (t) if s N (t) if s ≤≤ t,t,
(iv) N(t) (iv) N(t) –– N(s) is independent of all events occurring outside the N(s) is independent of all events occurring outside the 
time interval (s,t],time interval (s,t],
(v) The probability of the number of events in some subinterval (v) The probability of the number of events in some subinterval 
(s, t] is given by (s, t] is given by 
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The interThe inter--arrival and first arrival times in the time interval (0, t] arrival and first arrival times in the time interval (0, t] 
are continuous exponential distributed random variables and are continuous exponential distributed random variables and 
the probability density function is:the probability density function is:

The probability of the first jump occurring in the time intervalThe probability of the first jump occurring in the time interval
(0, s] is:(0, s] is:

And alsoAnd also
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The Memoryless PropertyThe Memoryless Property
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This illustrates the Markov property, the fact This illustrates the Markov property, the fact 
that the process has not jump until time s does that the process has not jump until time s does 
not direct the probability of the future jumps.not direct the probability of the future jumps.



The stationary increment propertyThe stationary increment property

By (v) and (i), we see that each random By (v) and (i), we see that each random 
variable variable NN(t) (t) −− NN(s) has the same distribution (s) has the same distribution 
as as NN(t (t −− s), so thats), so that

P P (( NN((tt)) -- NN((s) = n s) = n )) = P= P (( NN((tt--ss)) = n= n ))



The independent increment propertyThe independent increment property

If s < t < u are three distinct time instants, then If s < t < u are three distinct time instants, then 
by (iv) by (iv) NN(u) (u) −− NN(t) is independent of (t) is independent of NN(t) (t) −−
NN(s), so(s), so

PP ( ( NN((uu ) ) --NN((tt) = ) = mm , , NN((tt) ) -- NN((ss) =) = nn ))
= = PP (( NN((uu) ) -- NN((tt) = ) = mm ) ) PP ( ( NN((tt) ) -- NN((ss) = ) = nn ))



How a Poisson process is How a Poisson process is 
mathematically characterizedmathematically characterized

The value of a standard Poisson process after a time t is The value of a standard Poisson process after a time t is 
expressed asexpressed as

In a more useful form, the process can be expressed as In a more useful form, the process can be expressed as dNdN((tt) ) 
which means the change in the Poisson process over time which means the change in the Poisson process over time dtdt. . 
By tBy the Memoryless Property, the value of he Memoryless Property, the value of dNdN((tt) at any time t ) at any time t 
does not depend on the history of the process. does not depend on the history of the process. 

Since Since dtdt is very small, is very small, dNdN((tt) can be thought as a random ) can be thought as a random 
variable that increase by one over a time step variable that increase by one over a time step dtdt with with 
probability          or zero with probability      .probability          or zero with probability      .
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2. Jump Diffusion2. Jump Diffusion

If If XX is a stochastic diffusion process that is a stochastic diffusion process that 
can jump as well then it is called jump can jump as well then it is called jump 
diffusion:diffusion:

( ) ( ) dNXtCdWXtBdtXtAdX ),(,, ++=



( ) ( ) dNXtCdWXtBdtXtAdX ),(,, ++=

The first two terms are the usual drift that have The first two terms are the usual drift that have 
been used extensively to model stock prices in been used extensively to model stock prices in 
finance. finance. W W is a Wiener process, The last term is a Wiener process, The last term 
introduces the possibility of a jump occurring. introduces the possibility of a jump occurring. 
‘‘dNdN’’ constitutes a standard Poisson process. constitutes a standard Poisson process. 
The jumps of The jumps of XX occur when the Poisson process occur when the Poisson process 
jumps. The scaling by jumps. The scaling by C(x,t)C(x,t) allows the jump size allows the jump size 
to vary.to vary.



To derive the To derive the SDESDE for a function for a function F(X),F(X), we we 
should consider the process should consider the process XX as the sum as the sum 
of of 22 processes:processes:

( ) ( )dWXtBdtXtAdX c ,, +=

( )dNXtCdY ,=



Then, to consider the Taylor series expansion of Then, to consider the Taylor series expansion of 
F(x)F(x) by first considering the contribution from the by first considering the contribution from the 
continuous process and then the jump process:continuous process and then the jump process:

The last term arises from the jump component. The last term arises from the jump component. 
[x+C(x,t)] [x+C(x,t)] denotes the value of the process denotes the value of the process xx just just 
after a jump. The majority of the times the last after a jump. The majority of the times the last 
term is zero becauseterm is zero because dNdN=0. =0. 
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3. Example3. Example
Are stock returns different over Are stock returns different over 
weekends? weekends? ---- A jump diffusion A jump diffusion 

analysis of the analysis of the ““Weekend EffectWeekend Effect””



3.1 Description3.1 Description

The volatility of stock returns over weekends The volatility of stock returns over weekends 
is much smaller than could be predicted from is much smaller than could be predicted from 
intraweek volatility. In short, holding stocks intraweek volatility. In short, holding stocks 
over weekends gives low and perhaps negative over weekends gives low and perhaps negative 
returns, but also provides relatively low risk. returns, but also provides relatively low risk. 
We find that a jump diffusion model is We find that a jump diffusion model is 
superior to a simple diffusion model, and that superior to a simple diffusion model, and that 
the jump diffusion model of stock returns the jump diffusion model of stock returns 
provides strong support for the weekend effect. provides strong support for the weekend effect. 



3.2 The Simple Diffusion Model3.2 The Simple Diffusion Model

The standard model of stock returns is the The standard model of stock returns is the 
diffusion model.diffusion model.

is the drift rate,is the drift rate,
is the volatility,is the volatility,
is the assetis the asset’’s price at time s price at time tt,,
is a Wiener process.is a Wiener process.
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3.3 The Jump Diffusion Model3.3 The Jump Diffusion Model

The jump diffusion model incorporates some of the The jump diffusion model incorporates some of the 
known characteristics of stock prices that are not known characteristics of stock prices that are not 
consistent with the simple diffusion model. consistent with the simple diffusion model. 
The jump diffusion model builds on the simple The jump diffusion model builds on the simple 
diffusion model. Rather than having all variability diffusion model. Rather than having all variability 
reflected in a normally distributed reflected in a normally distributed ““surprise,surprise,”” it has a it has a 
second source of variability in asset returns. This is second source of variability in asset returns. This is 
the effect of a random number of the effect of a random number of ““jumps,jumps,”” either either 
upward or downward, in stock returns.upward or downward, in stock returns.



is the drift rate,is the drift rate,
is the volatility,is the volatility,
is the assetis the asset’’s price at time s price at time tt,,
is a Wiener process,is a Wiener process,
is a random jump size at time is a random jump size at time tt,,
is a standard Poisson process.is a standard Poisson process.
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